
Registration form for beach- 
and coastal clean ups in Lofoten

Name:       

Phone:

e-mail:

What kind of animal/bird/fish? Alive/released or dead       What kind of litter entangeled the animal/bird/fish?

Thank you for helping us clean up the coastline and beaches in Lofoten! Your effort is an important part of both the local, 
national and international work for cleaner oceans and coastal areas, and gives an immediate environmentally improvement.
To identify the sources of the the litter, we need knowledge of what the marine littering consist of. The only way to do this is 
to record what kind of items you find. These data play an important role in preventing further littering.
The clean up campaign of the coastline and beaches in Lofoten are done by Lofoten Avfallsselskap (Lofoten Waste 
Management Company) in cooperation with Hold Norge Rent (Keep Norway Beautiful).
For further information;  www.ryddenstrand.no or www.cleanuplofoten.no/strandrydding19

INFORMATION ON THE CLEANING AREA

Category (choose one):   Coastline        Inland (river, creek, lake)
Terrain (mostly):               Beach           Pebble beach           Rocks               Grass                Schree
Accessibility for the pickers:  By foot           Diving     Boat/canoe/kayak          Collected waste must be   
               picked up by boat.
Have the area been cleaned before:            Yes, when _______           1st. time clean up            Don’t know
How well is the area cleaned:      Totally cleaned             Some left            Much left     
     Large og heavy item(-s), too heavy to carry away (use the comment field)  

Municipality: __________________ Area/place: _______________________________________  
(GPS coordinates:_______________)     (Location: ____________________________________________)

Clean up date(-s): ___________________ Name of coordinator: ___________________________________
Approximately distance cleaned (m or km):________________________  Weight : _____________________
Number of bags: __________________       Number of big bags (m3): ______________ 
Number of participants: __________________ Duration of the clean-up (in hours);_______________________

CONTACT INFORMATION (coordinator)

ANIMALS FOUND DEAD OR INJURED CAUSED OF LITTER

THE STRANGEST ITEM FOUND

COMMENTS (or other thing you want to share from the clean-up?) 

This form is based on Ocean Conservancy Coastal Cleanup Datacard, and the form to “Keep Norway Beautiful” - only adapted to the 
Lofoten area. All numbers reported will be further registered, in addition to beeing a part of the report from the “Clean Up”- campaign in 
Lofoten. This form must be returned to Lofoten Waste Management Company together with the collected litter, either to the 
environmental stations or to the administration. If there are any questions, please make Marit Gressetvold e-mail: cul@las-lofoten.no     
          

www.cleanuplofoten.no



Item collected (beach clean ups/marine litter)
You only need to record the items listed on the form, but please pick up all the litter. Set lines (IIII) to count the items, 
then sum up the numbers and write the total amount in the blue box. The most common items are written in bold font. 
At the website www.cleanuplofoten.no you can find more guidance and description. 

Litter from “on the go”/leisure
Waste from “take away”, roadtrips, picnicking, events etc.

 Beverage bottles, plastic (Norway):__________________  Snuff boxes:_______________________
 Beverage bottles, plastic (unknown orgin):__________  Lighters:__________________________
 Glass bottles:______________________________  Tobacco/ Cigarette package:___________
 Beverage cans:_____________________________  Shoes:_____________________________
 Bottle caps, plastic:___________________________________  Clothes:____________________________
 Take away-package:_________________________  Disposable grill:______________________
 Disposable crockery:_________________________  Plastic bags (grocery/shopping):____________ 
 
Litter from household
Litter from stays in cabins, seahouses, yatch, fihingboat and such. 

 Package from food (plastic):___________________             Light bulbs:_________________________
 Cocking oil bottles:__________________________               Cotton swabs:______________________
 Package from cosmetics/cleaning products: _______  Sanitary pads/tampons:________________ 
 Covers/Caps:_____________________________  Electronics:________________________
 Spray cans:_____________________________  Wipes:_______________________
             
Litter from industry 
Fisheries (blue background), aqua culture, agriculture or other industry 

 Dish Soap bottles:_________________________  Fishing lines: ________________________ 
 Bait package:______________________________  Short ropes (shorter than 50c m):_________
 Bouys, markers etc.:_________________________  __________________________________
 Fishes crate: ______________________________  Long ropes (longer than 50 cm):__________ 
 Trawling nets/ > less than 1m2:__________________                __________________________________
 Trawling nets/ <larger than1m2:__________________  Fishermens gloves:_____________________
            Fishing nets: >1m2:_________<1m2:____________  Polystyrene parts (>5 cm):______________
 Balls for fishing nets:________________________  Strips:______________________________

 Rings for fishing nets, floaters:_______________  Cans for oil/petrol:____________________
             Pipes, black:___________________________________  Other plastic cans:______________________

 From aqua culture:_____________________________               Green boxes for fruit_____________________ 

 Agriculture plastic/wraps (often white):____________               Blasting line(nonel):____________________
 Tarpauline sheet/ plastic foil >1 m2:______________  Nurdles (plastic pellets):_________________  
         Biomedia:_____________________________
Other items:
 Batteries (Axx-series):_______(car/boat):_______  Syringes:___________________________
 Parts form cars:___________________________  Tires:______________________________
 Plastic package (from care/ cleaning products a.o.               Oil barrels:__________________________

             for cars or boat:_____________________________  Red road markers (sticks):__________ 
  Parts of iron/metal:_________________________               Box for bottles:_____________________
 Cartridge from shotguns:_____________________  Buckets: ______________________ 
             Others: _____________________________________


